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1 Introduction
Despite the mounting evidence for the existence of dark matter (DM) in galaxies, clusters
of galaxies and the Universe at large scale, the nature and properties of the dark matter
particle are still largely unconstrained by observations. In fact, viable dark matter mod-
els have been constructed with masses ranging between ∼ 1 µeV and ∼ 1016 GeV, and
interaction cross sections ranging between ∼ 10−35 pb and ∼ 1 pb (for a review, see [1]).
In this vast parameter space of dark matter models, Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
(WIMPs) still stand as one of the most promising dark matter candidates, since for rea-
sonable values of the model parameters, the freeze-out of dark matter WIMPs from the
thermal plasma left a relic population with an abundance which reproduces qualitatively
well the measured value of the dark matter density ΩDMh
2 = 0.1199± 0.0027 [2].
There are presently three different approaches pursued in order to detect the non-
gravitational effects of WIMPs with ordinary matter: direct detection, indirect detection
and collider experiments. This decade is being especially prolific in experimental results in
the three search strategies. Indeed, various experiments currently in operation are setting
strong limits on the WIMP parameter space and ruling out regions where a dark matter
signal could be expected, notably XENON100 [3] and LUX [4] in direct searches, Fermi-
LAT [5], AMS-02 [6], H.E.S.S. [7], MAGIC [8], IceCube [9] in indirect searches and the
LHC in collider searches (see e.g. [10–13]). Moreover, in the near future the 14 TeV run of
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LHC, the XENON1T [14] and LZ [15] experiments, and the Cerenkov Telescope Array [16]
will significantly improve the reach of collider, direct and indirect dark matter searches,
respectively.
These three different approaches constrain the parameter space of dark matter models
in a complementary way, however, the synergy of the various search strategies is very
model dependent. In this paper we focus on a simple scenario where the dark matter
particle is a Majorana fermion that couples to light quarks and a coloured scalar via a
Yukawa coupling. This scenario, despite its simplicity, offers a very rich phenomenology
in direct detection [17–19], indirect detection [20–25] and collider experiments [26–30].
In particular, when the mediator mass is comparable to the dark matter mass, this model
predicts a sharp and relatively intense gamma-ray spectral feature which, if observed, would
constitute an unambiguous signal for dark matter annihilations [31–33]. Additionally, the
collider phenomenology is distinct from the widely-used effective operator approach (see
e.g. [34–39]), because the mediator can be directly produced in proton proton collisions.
Similar models, but with leptonic mediators, were studied in [22, 23, 40–45].
In this paper we focus on the collider constraints on this scenario. Recent analyses
have remarked that colored scalars can be produced not only via the strong interactions
but also via the exchange of a dark matter particle in the t-channel. Since the dark matter
thermal production requires the Yukawa coupling to be sizeable, the latter production
channel can be important or even dominant. The limits on the model parameters and
the complementarity between collider searches and direct detection experiments has been
investigated in [23, 26–29], employing limits on simplified supersymmetric models which
were derived by the CMS collaboration [46, 47] based on events with jets and missing
energy as well as various further constraints.
Here we go beyond these analyses by performing a dedicated re-interpretation of col-
lider searches which includes also jet matching, that is important when considering the
quasi-degenerate mass spectrum, and takes into account the model-dependence of the ef-
ficiencies, i.e. the number of signal events that are expected in each signal region of the
experimental search for a given production process and kinematical configuration. A sim-
ilar method was recently employed in [48], focusing on Dirac dark matter. We analyse
the limits on the Yukawa coupling using the latest ATLAS search for jets and missing
transverse energy [11] and investigate the complementarity of the collider limits with those
from direct and indirect dark matter searches. Furthermore we discuss various sources of
experimental and theoretical uncertainties of collider limits and assess their impact on the
exclusion power. Finally, we consider an extension of the model by two coloured scalars
coupling to the up-type quarks and we study the impact of extending the scalar sector on
the dark matter searches in view of the stringent limits from flavour violation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the simplified model
and discuss its properties with respect to indirect, direct and collider searches. Section 3
explains some details of our collider analysis. Our results are discussed and compared to
direct and indirect detection constraints in section 4, and we conclude in section 5. The
appendix contains a brief discussion of flavour constraints.
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2 Particle physics model and observables
We assume the dark matter particle χ to be a Majorana fermion which couples to the light
quarks via a Yukawa interaction with coloured scalars ηi. The Lagrangian of the model
can be written as
L = LSM + Lχ + Lη + Lint, (2.1)
where LSM denotes the Standard Model (SM) Lagrangian while Lχ and Lη are given by
Lχ = 1
2
χ¯ci/∂χ− 1
2
mχχ¯
cχ , and
Lη = (Dµηi)†(Dµηi)−m2ηiη†i ηi ,
(2.2)
where Dµ denotes the covariant derivative. On the other hand, Lint contains the interac-
tions between the SM quarks and the dark sector,
Lint = −fij q¯Riχηj + h.c. , (2.3)
where fij is a Yukawa coupling matrix, qRi denote the right-handed quark fields and sum-
mation over flavours i, j is implied. This Lagrangian generically leads to too large flavour
changing neutral currents, hence some conditions must be imposed on the Yukawa couplings
to fulfil the stringent constraints from flavour observables. In the following we consider two
scenarios:
1. We consider a single scalar η that couples exclusively to the right-handed up quarks,
with coupling strength f . Phenomenologically, and as shown in appendix A, the
constraints on new physics from D − D mixing require the coupling of η to charm
quarks to be suppressed by about two orders of magnitude relative to the coupling to
up quarks. This suppression can be realized by requiring an “alignment” type set-up
similar to the corresponding scenario for the squark sector in the MSSM, which can
be realized by appropriate flavour symmetries at a high scale [49].
2. We consider a pair of mass degenerate scalars ηu and ηc which couple to right-handed
up and charm quarks with a universal coupling fij = δijf . This scenario corresponds
to a framework of minimal flavour violation [50] which requires flavour universality
among quarks with the same gauge quantum numbers while allowing a separation
of particles belonging to different multiplets. In this case, constraints from D − D
mixing require the mass degeneracy of ηu and ηc to hold at the percent level, as
shown in appendix A.
We also show explicitly in appendix A that the limits from flavour observables are
satisfied even when the condition of alignment or the condition of universality are imposed
at a high energy scale, close to the Planck or GUT scales. A completely analogous argument
applies to scenarios where the dark matter particle couples to right-handed down-type
quarks. However, for a coupling to left-handed quarks, more stringent limits would apply
because the alignment cannot be implemented simultaneously in the up- and down-type
sectors [51].
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In the following we concentrate on the above two scenarios for definiteness. The model
is thus completely described by the two masses mχ and mη of the dark matter and the
mediator(s), respectively, and by the Yukawa coupling f . With this framework it is possible
to calculate various dark matter observables, e.g. the relic density, the annihilation cross
section, the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross section or event rates at the LHC, and
compare their relative exclusion power.
An interesting particularity of the model analyzed here is that the strongest experi-
mental constraints can not be derived from a small set of effective operators, but require
to consider higher order effects. Concretely, for indirect detection the two-to-three and
loop-induced annihilation channels play an important role, firstly because the leading or-
der two-to-two channel is helicity and velocity suppressed, and second because the hard
gamma-ray spectrum from χχ→ qq¯γ and the loop induced processes χχ→ γγ, γZ gener-
ate a very distinct spectral signature [22, 23, 31, 32]. For direct detection, the lowest order
operators mediating spin-independent interactions are suppressed for Majorana dark mat-
ter with chiral interactions, such that higher order contributions and the spin-dependent
scattering have to be also considered [17, 18]. Lastly, the production at the LHC is gov-
erned not only by the strong processes, but also by processes mediated by the Yukawa
interaction with the dark matter particle [26–29].
In the following, we summarize the relevant features of the model concerning the
relic density, as well as the direct and indirect detection,1 and then discuss in detail the
signatures at the LHC.
2.1 Thermal relic density
Probably the most compelling argument for WIMP dark matter is that this class of particles
is produced quite naturally in the early Universe and can generate, after thermal freeze-
out, the correct relic density ΩDMh
2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 [2] as measured by the Planck
satellite. The Lagrangian (2.1) allows for tree level annihilations χχ → qq¯ and in most of
the parameter space the relic abundance is set by this process. However, for mη/mχ . 1.2
the scalar η does not freeze-out before the dark matter particle χ and modifies the relic
density [52]. This process, which is known as coannihilation, can be approximately taken
into account by first defining an effective cross section
σveff = σv(χχ) + σv(χη)e
−mη−mχ
Tfo + σv(ηη)e
− 2(mη−mχ)
Tfo , (2.4)
where Tfo corresponds to the freeze-out temperature while σv(χη) and σv(ηη) correspond
to the thermally averaged annihilation cross-section of a χη or an ηη pair respectively, and
then replacing the thermally averaged cross section by this effective cross section in the
well-known solution to the Boltzmann equation neglecting coannihilations. In our analysis,
we use micrOMEGAs2.4 [53] to calculate the relic density in a full numerical approach (see
also [54] for a recent discussion of Sommerfeld enhancement in a similar context).
1A detailed discussion including expressions for the spin dependent (SD) and spin independent (SI)
scattering cross section can be found in [18, 23].
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2.2 Indirect detection
The processes relevant for dark matter annihilations in the galaxy today are closely re-
lated to those that determined the thermal freeze-out in the early Universe. However, the
freeze-out took place when the dark matter particles were still relativistic while annihila-
tions today are a non-relativistic phenomenon. Expanding the tree level annihilation cross
section for the two-to-two process for small values of the relative center of mass velocity,
v, one obtains [55]
(σv)2-body =
3f4
32pim2χ
m2q
m2χ
1
(1 + µ)2
+O (v2) , (2.5)
with µ = m2η/m
2
χ and mq the mass of the final state quark. Therefore, the tree level
annihilation cross section for the two-to-two process is suppressed either by m2q/m
2
χ, due
to the helicity suppression,2 or by the small velocity of the dark matter particles in the
Galaxy today, v ≈ 10−3. As a result, higher order processes can potentially give the
dominant contribution to the indirect detection signals.
In the model considered here two higher order processes become relevant. First, the
loop induced annihilation into two gauge bosons χχ → γγ, γZ, ZZ, WW, gg [25, 56–58],
and second, the three-body annihilation χχ → qq¯V (qq¯h), where a gauge boson V (Higgs
boson h) is emitted in association with the quarks [20, 21, 31, 32, 40–42, 59–69]. These
processes can dominate over the annihilation in qq¯ pairs even though they are loop sup-
pressed or three-body phase space suppressed, since they can generate velocity independent
terms which do not suffer from helicity suppression. The analytical result for the cross sec-
tions into γγ and γZ is rather lengthy and we refer the reader to e.g. [56–58]. On the
other hand, the total annihilation cross section into two massless quarks and one photon
is approximately given by [32, 41]
(σv)3-body '
αemf
43Q2q
64pi2m2χ
{
(µ+ 1)
[
pi2
6
− ln2
(
µ+ 1
2µ
)
− 2Li2
(
µ+ 1
2µ
)]
+
4µ+ 3
µ+ 1
+
4µ2 − 3µ− 1
2µ
ln
(
µ− 1
µ+ 1
)}
, (2.6)
where Qq is the electric charge of the quark.
Due to the excellent energy resolution and the high statistics of present gamma-ray
observatories, such as the Fermi-LAT or H.E.S.S., the most notable indirect detection
signature in this model is the hard gamma-ray spectral feature arising from the processes
χχ → γγ and χχ → qq¯γ (the gamma-ray line from χχ → γZ is always subdominant).
As χχ → qq¯γ scales like 1/µ4 in the limit of large µ, while χχ → γγ only scales as
1/µ2, the former process is most relevant for moderate values of µ . 4. With current
instruments the spectrum of internal bremsstrahlung is practically indistinguishable form
a gamma-ray line, see figure 1, hence it is necessary to derive limits on the combined
spectrum based on data used in line searches. In the following we use the same procedure
2It is interesting to remark that the helicity suppression can be relaxed for a mediator with a small
flavour off-diagonal coupling f ′ to third-generation quarks, for which σvqq¯′ ∝ f2f ′2 max
(
m2q,m
2
q′
)
, contrary
to the naive expectation ∝ f2f ′2mqmq′ . However, we will not pursue this possibility further here.
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Figure 1. Energy spectrum of gamma rays produced in the annihilation channels uu¯γ, γγ as well
as uu¯g and gg convolved with the Fermi-LAT energy resolution, for mχ = 100 GeV, mη = 1.1mχ
(left panel) and mη = 2mχ (right panel). The black line indicates the total spectrum. Note that
for uu¯γ only the primary spectrum is shown. The secondary gamma rays from this channel are
negligible compared to those arising from uu¯g.
as in [23] and derive limits on the combined annihilation cross section into hard gamma-
rays σvcombined = 2σvγγ + σvqq¯γ employing data from the Fermi-LAT [22] and H.E.S.S. [7]
observations of the galactic center region.
2.3 Direct detection
The s-channel exchange of the scalar η between the dark matter χ and the quark induces
spin dependent (SD) as well as spin independent (SI) scatterings off nucleons, while further
contributions to the SI scattering arise from loop level interactions with both the quarks
and the gluons [70]. On the one hand, the leading contribution to the SD interactions can
be described by a dimension-six axial-vector dark matter quark interaction [71]
LSDeff = dqχ¯γµγ5χq¯γµγ5q , (2.7)
where the dark matter coupling to the quarks dq is a dimensional parameter which scales as
dq ∝ f
2
m2η − (mχ +mq)2
. (2.8)
The case of SI scattering is, on the other hand, more involved since the coefficient fq of
the scalar term in the effective Lagrangian LSIeff,scalar = fqχ¯χq¯q vanishes at dimension-six
for chiral interactions, while the coefficient for the vector interactions χ¯γµχq¯γµq vanishes
to all orders, due to χ being a Majorana fermion. Consequently the leading contribution
to the SI coupling between the dark matter and the nucleons is generated at higher order.
Expanding the scalar exchange beyond dimension six, the first non vanishing contribution
arises at dimension eight [71]; the strength of this interaction is proportional to
gq ∝ f
2(
m2η − (mχ +mq)2
)2 . (2.9)
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A further, subdominant, contribution to the dark matter nucleus coupling is induced by
the scattering of the dark matter off the gluon content of the nucleon via a scalar-quark
loop, which generates a dimension-seven effective operator [71].
Due to the structure of dq and gq, a small mass difference ∆m = mη −mχ between
the scalar particle η and the dark matter particle χ can lead to a drastic enhancement of
both the SD and SI scattering cross sections [17, 18, 72] (see [73] for a recent discussion of
coupling to b-quarks). Since the SI scattering is generated by a higher order operator than
the SD scattering cross section, the SD dark matter-proton cross section σSDp can exceed the
SI dark matter-proton cross section σSIp by a factor ∼ 102–108 at mη/mχ = 1.1. However,
since direct detection experiments are less sensitive to the SD scattering, the strongest
constraints on the model parameters do not necessarily arise from the experimental limits
on the SD interactions.
In our analysis we consider constraints from two different experiments, LUX [4] and
XENON100 [3]. In the case of LUX we compare our theoretical prediction for the SI
dark matter proton scattering cross section σSIp directly with the limits published by the
collaboration, while for XENON100 we use the same procedure as in [18] and derive the
limit from the total scattering rate, i.e. including both SD and SI contributions.3 Note
that SIMPLE and COUPP [74, 75] yield comparable constraints for cases where the SD
part dominates, since the scattering cross section off neutrons and protons is comparable
for the model considered here.
2.4 Production at LHC
Searching for dark matter at the LHC is inherently difficult as the production of particles
which do not trigger a signal at the detectors can only be investigated through the obser-
vation of large amounts of missing transverse energy (MET). In the recent past, mono-jet
events with large MET have been a popular method to derive limits on the dark matter
interactions with the SM particles [36, 37]. However in models such as the one considered
here it is possible to probe the dark sector more efficiently by searching for the production
of the mediator η instead of the dark matter particle χ. As η is unstable and decays into
a χq pair, the expected signature of ηη¯ (ηη) production are n-jet events, n ≥ 2, with large
missing energy, which allows for a better subtraction of the SM backgrounds than mono-jet
events and consequently possess a higher sensitivity to new physics effects. Furthermore,
since the mediator η is coloured, it can be copiously produced in proton-proton collisions
through strong interactions.
There are three main production modes of η which need to be considered in a collider
analysis. The first process is the production of ηη¯ pairs by the strong gauge interactions
from gg or qq¯ initial states, see figure 2 for the Feynman diagrams contributing to this
process. The strong production cross section is set exclusively by the mass of η and
depends neither on mχ nor on the Yukawa coupling f . As can be seen in figure 3, due
to the large gluon luminosity, the largest cross section arises from the gg initial state
3The LUX collaboration has not published limits on the total scattering rate, but derived their SI limits
employing a full likelihood analysis of the recoil events, hence the approach in [18] cannot be applied to
this case.
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Figure 2. Feynman diagrams contributing to the production of coloured scalar mediators at a
hadron collider.
with uu¯ and dd¯ contributing at the O(1 − 10%) level, while other quark flavours can be
neglected. A second contribution is the production of ηη¯ from the uu¯ initial state with a
dark matter particle χ in the t-channel. This process is not independent but can interfere
with the QCD contribution, see figure 2. For small values of f the cross section is largely
dominated by the QCD processes, however for a moderate Yukawa coupling, f ≈ 0.5,
these two contributions are of similar strength and interfere destructively, thus leading to
a slight decrease of the cross section (see figure 3, left panel), while for larger vales of f the
t-channel exchange begins to dominate and the cross section increases with f4. The third
contribution, ηη pair production, can not be induced by gauge interactions and is entirely
due to the exchange of a dark matter particle in the t-channel. This process, which is
similar to squark pair production from gaugino exchange in the MSSM, requires a chirality
flip of the t-channel fermion and is thus proportional to the squared mass of the dark
matter particle m2χ. Therefore the cross section σ(ηη) decreases with the DM mass and
disappears in the limit of a vanishing Majorana mass, whereas σ(ηη¯) increases slightly with
lower mχ since the t-channel exchange gets less suppressed by the mass in the propagator,
as apparent from figure 3, right panel. Since the parton distribution function for the up
quark is significantly larger than for the anti-up quark, the cross section σ(ηη) receives a
considerable enhancement relative to σ(ηη¯) and dominates the total cross section in large
regions of the parameter space (see also [76] for a similar effect related to gluino exchange).
Leading order calculations at the LHC are subject to large corrections from next to
leading order (NLO) effects. While a full computation of the NLO corrected cross section
σNLO is beyond the scope of this work, one can estimate its value using the well-known
results from supersymmetric scenarios. Let us consider first the corrections to the partonic
processes which do not receive a contribution from fermion t-channel exchange, namely
gg → ηη¯ and dd → ηη¯. This case is completely analogous to the squark production in
simplified supersymmetric models where all SUSY particles, except for the light squarks,
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Figure 3. Contributions to the production cross section of the mediator η in proton-proton colli-
sions with center of mass energy of 8 TeV as a function of the coupling f for mχ = 300 GeV and
mη = 600 GeV (left panel) and as a function of the dark matter mass for fixed coupling f = 1 and
mη = 600 GeV (right panel).
are assumed to be decoupled. For this case, the cross section is available at NLO and
taking the resummation of next to leading logarithms (NLL) into account, σNLO+NLLQCD [77].
In the following we use the value from [78]. On the other hand, there is no calculation
available of the NLO corrections to the channels uu→ ηη and uu¯→ ηη¯, where in addition
to the strong production there is a contribution from the exchange of a dark matter particle
in the t-channel. For these processes, we therefore use the leading-order cross section as
fiducial value and assume as an estimate for the maximal size the value reported in [79] for
the NLO correction to the squark-squark pair production due to the exchange of a gluino
in the t-channel, K ≈ 1.4. We stress that in our toy model the exchanged fermion in the
t-channel is a colour singlet and not a colour octet, and therefore this value should be
considered only as indicative of the impact of the NLO corrections.
In order to incorporate the effects of the NLO corrections to the total production cross
section we parametrize the full cross section as
σ = σNLO+NLLQCD +K ×
(
σLO(f)− σLO(0)) , (2.10)
where σLO(f) denotes the leading-order cross section for a given coupling f , namely σLO(0)
is the LO QCD contribution. We compute the LO using CalcHEP3.2 [80] with the CTEQ6
PDF set [81]. To estimate the uncertainty, we vary σNLO+NLLQCD within the theoretical error
given in [77, 78] and the K-factor within the range 0.8–1.3, taking K = 1 as fiducial value;
a rigorous treatment of the uncertainties related to NLO effects is beyond the scope of this
paper. Finally, since QCD-mediated processes do not necessarily dominate the production
of η, we performed a full Monte Carlo simulation of production and detector response in
order to re-interpret experimental searches for simplified SUSY models within the scenario
considered in this work.
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3 Re-interpretation of LHC constraints
In order to derive collider constraints, we use the ATLAS search [11] for jets and missing
transverse energy, based on L = 20.3 fb−1 of data collected at a center of mass energy of
8 TeV. The search requires missing transverse energy EmissT > 160 GeV, and transverse
momentum pT > 130 GeV for the leading jet, as well as pT > 60 GeV for subleading
jets. The search is divided into various signal regions characterized by the number of
hard jets (ranging from two to six), as well as a number of further cuts, that are designed
to suppress backgrounds (mainly diboson, Z/W+jets and tt¯) as specified in [11]. The
systematic uncertainties in the background rates are calibrated against four control regions.
The search does not find a significant excess above backgrounds and therefore presents
95% C.L. upper limits Sobs95 on the number of signal events in each signal region. For a
given model, these are related to the upper limit on the production cross section σ via
Sobs95 = σvis × L = σ × × L , (3.1)
where σvis = σ ×  is the visible cross section, and the efficiency  = Nafter cuts/Ngenerated
gives the fraction of the number of events passing all cuts required by a given signal region.
While the upper limits on the number of signal events in each signal region are model-
independent, their interpretation in terms of simplified supersymmetric models relies on the
corresponding efficiencies, which are model-dependent. For a large portion of the parameter
space, the most relevant production channel is uu → ηη, different from the simplified
supersymmetric model considered in [11]. Furthermore, for moderate mass splittings mη−
mχ . O(102 GeV) additional hard jets emitted either from the initial state, the final state
or an intermediate particle in the diagrams shown in figure 2 contribute significantly to the
visible cross section. Potentially, this introduces a further source of model-dependence.
Therefore, we determined the appropriate efficiencies for the model discussed in the
previous section by generating a large number of events using MadGraph5 [82] interfaced
with the detector simulation Delphes (version 3.0.10) [83]. Furthermore, we generate hard
events with up to two additional partons in the final state. The potential double-counting
with initial- and final-state radiation generated in the hadronization process (for which we
use Pythia8 [84]) is taken into account by employing the MLM matching scheme, taking
the minimum kt jet measure between partons to be xqcut=mη/4 and the jet measure
cutoff used by Pythia QCUT=xqcut. We validated the analysis by considering the simplified
supersymmetric model with squark and neutralino and reproduced the cut-flow reported
in [11] for the corresponding benchmark points (we typically find agreement at the sub-10%
level, ranging up to 30% at most).
We compute the efficiencies for all signal regions containing up to four jets by generating
a large number of events in a two-dimensional grid of parameter points for mχ,mη/mχ,
while setting the coupling f = fth(mη,mχ) to the value expected for a thermal relic.
For each point in parameter space, we then derive an upper limit on the production cross
section via eq. (3.1). We select the signal region with the best expected sensitivity ×Sexp95 ,
where the latter are taken from [11]. The computation of efficiencies can be affected by
uncertainties related to the matching procedure. To estimate this uncertainty we varied
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Figure 4. Upper limit on the production cross section from the ATLAS search [11] for jets and
missing transverse energy (blue) as a function of the mass splitting between the dark matter and
mediator particle. The four panels correspond to mχ = 200, 300, 500, 800 GeV. The black line shows
the expected cross section for a thermal WIMP. The black dotted line is the production cross section
arising from QCD interactions only (i.e. for f → 0). The blue dashed line corresponds to the limit
one would obtain when including only one additional ISR/FSR jet in the matching. For comparison,
the blue dots mark the upper limit given by ATLAS [11] for a simplified supersymmetric model
containing squarks and neutralino.
the matching scales xqcut and QCUT within a range of a factor of two, and find changes in
the efficiencies below ∼ 30%. In addition, the efficiencies can be affected considerably by
statistical uncertainties related to the finite number of generated events. This is critical in
particular for very small masses mχ and small splittings mη/mχ, and for the signal regions
containing three or four jets. In order to reduce this uncertainty as far as possible, we
used up to Ngenerated ' 1.2 · 106 events. Nevertheless, for a given set of masses, we exclude
all signal regions for which the statistical 1σ error of the efficiency is above 30%. The
corresponding uncertainty of the upper limit on the production cross section is shown as
blue band in figure 4.
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4 Results
In this section we present and discuss our main results obtained from re-interpreting the
ATLAS search [11] for jets and missing transverse energy for the dark matter model de-
scribed in section 2, and compare the resulting constraints to those from direct and indirect
searches. We mostly focus on the case of a single coloured mediator that couples to the uR
quark for definiteness, but also consider the case of two mass-degenerate mediators that
couple to uR and cR, respectively.
As expected, the upper limit that can be placed on the production cross section depends
strongly on the mass splitting δ ≡ mη/mχ−1 between the mediator η and the dark matter
particle χ, see figure 4. For δ  1, cross sections down to ∼ 1 fb can be excluded, the most
sensitive signal regions being those with three and four jet final states (more precisely Bt
and Ct in the notation of [11]) due to a better background suppression. At intermediate
splittings δ ∼ O(1), the limit weakens by several orders of magnitude due to a loss in
efficiency. Here the signal regions with looser requirements, i.e. more statistics, tend to
become more important (Bm and Cm). For very small mass splittings δ  1, the limit on
the cross section reaches a plateau at 0.5–50 pb, depending on the mass. For small splittings
the signal regions with two jets become important (Al and Am). This is due to a loss of
efficiency in the ≥ 3-jet signal regions, since the jets produced in the decay η → χq become
too soft. Instead, the dominant contribution comes from additional hard jets radiated
from initial, final or intermediate states. Consequently, when one would include only one
additional jet in the matrix elements (our default is two), the exclusion limits would be
weakened in this regime (blue dashed lines in figure 4).
For comparison, we also show the production cross section that is expected for a
thermal relic in figure 4 (black lines). The black dotted line is the contribution mediated
by the strong interaction (first five diagrams in figure 2). The additional production channel
via t-channel exchange of χ (last two diagrams in figure 2) typically yields the dominant
contribution (especially uu→ ηη) for mass splitting δ & 0.1. In general, their size depends
on the coupling f . For obtaining the black line in figure 4, f has been fixed by the
requirement of producing the observed dark matter abundance via thermal freeze-out. For
small mass splittings δ . 0.1, coannihilation channels are important, such that rather
small values of f are sufficient to obtain the observed abundance. In turn, this means
that the expected production cross section is suppressed in this regime. The grey band in
figure 4 indicates the estimated uncertainty of the production cross section as discussed in
section 2.4.
Instead of fixing the coupling f , one may also treat it as a free parameter and de-
termine an upper limit by requiring that the production cross section remains below the
experimental upper limit. As can be seen in figure 5, the largest allowed values of f are of
O(1) for δ . 2–3, and quickly grow for larger splittings. The blue dotted lines in figure 5
are obtained by varying both the exclusion cross section as well as the production cross
section within the uncertainty ranges discussed in section 3 and section 2.4, respectively.
Note that, whenever the QCD contribution to the production lies above the exclusion limit
on its own, the upper limit on the coupling f formally approaches zero. This means that
this set of masses is excluded independently of the value of f .
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Figure 5. Upper limit on the coupling f inferred from the ATLAS search [11] for jets and missing
transverse energy (blue) as a function of the mass splitting between the dark matter and mediator
particle, for mχ = 200, 300, 500 GeV. The left panel corresponds to the case of a single mediator
coupling to uR, and the right to two mass-degenerate mediators coupling to uR and cR, respectively.
The blue dotted lines indicate the uncertainty (see text for details), and the black line corresponds
to a thermally produced WIMP.
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The left panel of figure 5 shows the case of a single mediator that couples to uR, and
the right panel corresponds to two mediators coupling to uR and cR. The constraints are
comparable, and the largest differences arise for small dark matter masses mχ . 200 GeV.
The reason is that, in this region, the contribution to the production cross section arising
from gluon initial states is important. This contribution doubles when considering two me-
diators, because it is flavour-insensitive. On the other hand, the production cross section is
affected very little for the channels that depend on f , because these are typically dominated
by uu → ηη. This explains why the corresponding limits are very similar to the case of a
single mediator. However, the value of the coupling f required for producing the observed
dark matter abundance via freeze-out is sensitive to the number N of mediators. Outside
of the coannihilation region, Ωχ ∝ N × f4, i.e. fth ∝ N−1/4 (for our numerical results we
computed the relic density with micrOMEGAs in all cases, to take coannihilation effects
into account).
4.1 Comparison with direct detection
The upper limits on the coupling f can be translated into limits on the spin independent
and spin dependent scattering cross section.4 The corresponding constraints are shown
in figure 6, together with upper limits from XENON100 [3, 85] and LUX [4]. For small
mass splitting δ  1, the direct detection cross sections are resonantly enhanced, while
the collider limits are weakened as discussed above. On the other hand, for δ = O(1),
the collider search is very effective, while the direct detection cross section is suppressed
for Majorana dark matter with chiral couplings, as discussed in section 2.3. Consequently,
when converted into the direct detection cross section, the ATLAS limits can be stronger by
one to several orders of magnitude than current bounds from direct detection experiments
for masses in the range mχ = 10
2–103 GeV. For masses around 100 GeV and δ = O(1),
the ATLAS constraint is strong enough to exclude even the QCD contribution to the
production cross section at LHC. This translates into the dip in the constraint visible in
the middle row of figure 6. Note, however, that while in general collider uncertainties only
have a moderate impact, the upper limit is considerably affected in this range (see blue
dotted lines in figure 6). For comparison, the ATLAS constraint for uR/cR mediators is
also shown by the blue dashed lines in figure 6. The cross section expected for a thermal
relic is also shown as black solid (dashed) line for uR (uR/cR) mediators.
4.2 Comparison with indirect detection
One of the most interesting features of the dark matter model discussed here is the presence
of a sharp spectral feature in the dark matter annihilation spectrum. It arises mainly from
internal bremsstrahlung χχ → qq¯γ for δ . O(1), while for δ & O(1), also the gamma-ray
line resulting from the loop-induced process χχ → γγ gives a significant contribution. In
figure 7, we compare constraints on σvqq¯γ + 2σvγγ from gamma-ray observations of the
4Note that this translation depends on the nuclear parameters entering the SI and SD scattering cross
section [70]. Within the model considered here, the SI scattering cross section is particularly sensitive to the
second moments of the parton distribution function q(2). The range of uncertainties discussed in [18] implies
an uncertainty of the collider limits of up to 50%, when translated into direct detection cross sections. For
the results shown in figure 6 we used the fiducial values as specified in [18].
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Figure 6. Comparison of constraints inferred from the ATLAS search [11] for jets and missing
energy with the spin independent (-dependent) scattering cross section off protons (neutrons), shown
in the left (right) panel. The rows correspond to mass ratios mη/mχ = 1.1, 2, 10 between the dark
matter and mediator mass. Solid lines correspond to the case where dark matter couples to uR, and
dashed where it also couples to cR. The blue dotted lines indicate the uncertainty of the collider
constraint for the case of uR-coupling (see text for details).
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Figure 7. Comparison of constraints on the annihilation cross section obtained from searches for
spectral features by the Fermi-LAT [22] and H.E.S.S. [7] (cf. [23]), with constraints inferred from
collider searches for jets and missing energy by ATLAS [11], as well as direct detection limits from
XENON100 [3] and LUX [4]. The black line corresponds to a thermal WIMP, and the dotted lines
indicate the uncertainty of the collider constraint, as discussed before. Note that the results for
uR/cR mediator are very similar, and are therefore not shown.
central galactic halo by Fermi-LAT [22] and H.E.S.S. [7] (blue shaded regions) with those
inferred from direct detection [23] and from the ATLAS search [11] considered here. As
expected, for small mass splitting, the region excluded by the LHC search (green region)
is less constraining than XENON100 and LUX (red region). However, for mass splitting
of order one, the ATLAS search severely constrains the possibility to observe a spectral
feature arising from dark matter with a coloured mediator below O(1) TeV energies.
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Figure 8. Constraints on thermally produced WIMP dark matter with a coloured mediator particle
η. The green region is excluded at 95% C.L. by the ATLAS search [11] for jets and missing trans-
verse energy. For comparison, the red shaded area is excluded by direct searches. The blue lines
indicate the regions excluded by the search for an internal bremsstrahlung feature in the gamma-ray
spectrum from the central galactic halo measured by H.E.S.S. [7], assuming a boost factor 25, 50 or
100, respectively [23]. Within the grey shaded region in the lower left corner, thermal production
cannot make up for the whole dark matter abundance due to efficient coannihilations. Within
the upper right corner, non-perturbatively large values of f & 10 would be required. Below the
upper(lower) gray line Γη/mη < 0.5(0.1). The gray dashed line indicates the masses for which the
coupling of the mediator equals the one of a squark.
4.3 Exclusion for a thermal relic
By requiring that thermal freeze-out yields a relic abundance that coincides with the value
measured by Planck [2], it is possible to fix the coupling f = fth(mη,mχ) between dark
matter χ, the mediator η and the SM quarks for each set of masses. Under this assumption,
the model has only two free parameters, which we take to be the dark matter mass mχ and
the mass splitting δ = mη/mχ − 1. The collider limits considered here can be translated
into an exclusion region, which we show in figure 8 (green region). For mass splitting δ = 1,
it reaches up to mχ ∼ 1 TeV. However, for smaller or larger mass splitting, much lighter
masses remain allowed. On the one hand, for much larger splitting, the mediator η becomes
too heavy to be produced effectively. For much smaller splitting, on the other hand, two
effects play a role: first, the collider search becomes less effective in this regime. Second,
the coupling fth gets very small due to efficient coannihilations. The combination of these
effects also leads to the relatively large uncertainties in the exclusion region (green dotted
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lines), in particular as the thermal cross section and the LHC exclusion happen to exhibit
a fairly similar dependence on the mass splitting in certain regions of parameter space, see
e.g. figure 4. For comparison, direct detection mostly probes a region with smaller mass
splitting, due to the resonant enhancement of the nucleon scattering cross section for δ < 1
(red regions; note that for LUX only limits on spin independent scattering are available at
present). The limits from indirect detection are currently not sensitive to the flux expected
for a thermal relic, if the standard Einasto profile from [23] is adopted. However, if the
flux is enhanced by a boost factor of order 25–100, they probe the multi-TeV region (blue
contour lines). For comparison, we also show a constraint inferred from mono-jet searches
for nearly degenerate particle spectra [86], which is sensitive to very small splittings for
low dark matter masses.
5 Conclusions
The Large Hadron Collider offers a unique environment to search for dark matter parti-
cles with masses below ∼ 1 TeV through their possible production in partonic collisions.
To optimize the search it is convenient to identify simplified models that characterize the
signals of a larger class of dark matter models. In this paper we have focused on a model
with Majorana dark matter particles that couple to the up-type quarks via one or sev-
eral coloured mediators and which produces a signal consisting in two or more jets plus
missing transverse energy, through the production and subsequent decay of the coloured
scalar particles.
We have carefully analysed the production of coloured scalar particles at the LHC,
considering not only the production via the strong gauge interaction, but also via the
exchange of a dark matter particle in the t-channel. The latter production channel can
be relevant and even dominant in some regions of the parameter space leading to the
observed dark matter abundance via the thermal freeze-out of dark matter particles in
the early Universe. More specifically, we have emphasized the importance of the partonic
subprocess uu → ηη mediated by a Majorana dark matter particle in the t-channel. Due
to the enhancement of the rate by the square of the dark matter mass and due to the
unsuppressed parton distribution function of up-quarks inside the proton, this process is
the dominant production channel in large regions of the parameter space. Concretely, for
large dark matter masses and a coloured scalar with comparable mass, we have found
that the total production cross section of coloured scalars can be enhanced by more than
two orders of magnitude compared to the production channels mediated by the strong
interactions.
We have then derived limits on the parameters of the model employing the ATLAS
search [11] for jets and missing transverse energy, based on L = 20.3 fb−1 of data collected at
a center of mass energy of 8 TeV. To re-interpret the analysis for the model considered here,
we have computed the appropriate efficiencies for the relevant production channels, taking
jet matching with two additional hard jets into account, for all signal regions containing
two to four jets. Next, we have investigated the complementarity of the collider limits with
those from direct detection and indirect detection experiments.
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We have found that, for some regions of the parameter space of the model, the ATLAS
searches imposes the strongest limits and rules out choices of parameters leading to the
observed dark matter abundance via thermal production. For small mass splitting between
the dark matter and the mediator, the collider limits are comparable to bounds from direct
detection. However, if the mass splitting is of the same order as the dark matter mass, the
ATLAS limits are considerably stronger than the latest bounds from XENON100 and LUX,
reaching down to σSI ∼ 10−45–10−48cm2 for 200 GeV. mη . 2 TeV and mDM . mη/2.
This is due to a relative suppression of the spin-independent scattering cross section for
Majorana dark matter with chiral couplings, and the enhancement of the production at
LHC described above.
Searches for sharp spectral features at gamma-ray telescopes are fully complementary
in the multi-TeV region. However, for mDM . 1 TeV direct detection and collider con-
straints in some cases even preclude the possibility of observing sharp spectral features at
future gamma-ray telescopes for the standard choices of the astrophysical parameters. It is
important to stress that these limits do not suffer from astrophysical uncertainties and are
therefore very robust. We have estimated uncertainties arising from the determination of
efficiencies and from higher-order contributions to the production cross section, which are
typically . O(50)% but can be larger in particular cases. Lastly, we have also considered
an extension of the model by extra coloured scalars, inspired by the particle content of the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. We have found that our main conclusions still
remain for the scenarios in agreement with the flavour physics experiments.
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A Flavour constraints
The interaction term of the dark matter particle and the coloured scalars with the right-
handed quarks in general violates the SU(3)uR flavour symmetry. Therefore, it is necessary
to check whether the stringent constraints arising from flavour physics are satisfied. In this
appendix we discuss how two well-known possibilities to suppress flavour-changing neutral
currents, namely degeneracy or alignment, can be realized within the toy-model considered
in this work.
Consider first the possibility of a single coloured scalar η, but allowing for arbitrary
couplings fi to all right-handed quarks,
L = −fiu¯Riχη (A.1)
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Figure 9. Box diagrams giving rise to a non-standard contribution to D − D¯ mixing.
where i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to u, c, t. In this case the box diagram shown in figure 9
gives a contribution to D− D¯ mixing, which is strongly constrained by the measured value
of the D-meson mass splitting ∆mD (note that there is no contribution to CP violation
in presence of a single species η, such that constraints from D do not apply). The box
diagram gives a contribution to the operator
L = z˜
m2η
u¯αRγ
µcαR u¯
β
Rγµc
β
R (A.2)
given by
z˜ = −f
2
1 f
2
2
96pi2
gχ
(
m2χ/m
2
η
)
(A.3)
where gχ(x) = 24xf6(x) + 12f˜6(x) (with gχ(1) = 4/5). The functions f6(x) and f˜6(x) are
given e.g. in [87]. On the other hand, the experimental constraint inferred from measure-
ments of ∆mD is |z˜| . 5.7 · 10−7(mη/TeV)2 [87]. For mη ' mχ, this translates into an
upper bound
|f2/f1| . 0.026× (f1)−2 × mη
TeV
. (A.4)
Since thermal production requires typically f1 ∼ O(1), this means that η has to couple
nearly exclusively to the up-quark, with very suppressed coupling to charm (or vice-versa).
A possible exception are regions in parameter space with strong coannihilation for which
f1  1. For a generic f1 ∼ O(1), the flavour-vector fi should be aligned with the mass
eigenbasis of the quarks. This can be realized e.g. in the presence of a U(1) flavour sym-
metry under which uR,L and η transform with equal charge, while all other states are
uncharged. This symmetry is then broken only by the CKM mixing in the left-handed
quark sector, and thus this breaking should lead to a misalignment suppressed by the
quark masses as well as CKM mixing angles. More precisely, one may consider a situation
where fi ∝ (1, 0, 0) at some high scale M . Due to renormalization group running, the
quark mass matrices Mu(µ) and Md(µ) are scale-dependent. This leads to a running of
the diagonalization matrices Mdiagu (µ) = V Lu (µ)Mu(µ)V
R
u (µ)
†, with a similar expression
for the down-type quarks. The left-handed rotations lead to the well-known running of the
CKM matrix VCKM(µ) = V
L
u (µ)V
L
d (µ)
†, while the right-handed rotations are unobservable
in the Standard Model [88]. However, in the present case they lead to a flavour-dependent
running of the dark matter couplings,
fi(µ) = V
R
u (µ)ijfj(M) , (A.5)
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where we neglect flavour-insensitive contributions to the running and adopt a basis for
which V Ru (M)ij = δij (this is always possible by an appropriate flavor rotation in the right-
handed up-type sector). Using the one-loop RGEs for the quark mass matrices from [89],
one finds for the off-diagonal entry corresponding to i = u and j = c
d
d lnµ
V Ru (µ)
†
uc = −
3
16pi2v2EW
mumc
m2u −m2c
(
VudV
∗
cdm
2
d + VusV
∗
csm
2
s + VubV
∗
cbm
2
b
)
(A.6)
where Vud etc. denotes the CKM matrix elements. Thus, even for perfect alignment
fi(M) = (f1, 0, 0) at the high scale, the coupling to the second generation induced by
the running is approximately
|f2/f1| ' |V Ru (µ)uc| ∼
3
16pi2
mu
mc
|VusV ∗csm2s + VubV ∗cbm2b |
v2EW
ln
M
µ
∼ 10−10 (A.7)
which is safely below the upper bound required from D − D¯ mixing.
Alternatively, one may consider a situation where three additional scalars ηi are in-
troduced, which are taken to transform under the SU(3)uR flavour symmetry. Then the
allowed coupling is of the form
L = −f
∑
i
u¯Riχηi (A.8)
and the ηi are all mass-degenerate. One may consider a breaking of the symmetry in the
scalar mass matrix, which induces non-degenerate mass eigenvalues of the ηi, and singles
out a preferred basis, namely the mass eigenbasis (similar to the right-handed squarks in
the MSSM). After rotating into this basis (as well as the mass basis for the quarks) the
interaction term has the generic form
L = −fKij
∑
i
u¯Riχηj (A.9)
where K is a unitary matrix, which can have large off-diagonal entries. The resulting
contribution to the box diagram will be proportional to [49]∑
α,β
K1αK
∗
2αK1βK
∗
2βF (mηα ,mηβ ) (A.10)
where F is a function of the masses. In the limit of degenerate masses this expression goes
to zero by virtue of the unitarity condition (KK†)12 = 0. Lets assume for concreteness
that the mixing with the third generation is negligible, similar as in the CKM matrix. In
this case the box diagram gives a contribution
z˜ = − f
4
384pi2
gχ
(
m2χ/m
2
η
)× δ2 (A.11)
with δ = K21K11
(
m2η1 −m2η2
)
/m2η and mη = (mη1 +mη2)/2. Thus, the strong requirement
of precise alignment f2/f1 = K21/K11 found above can be considerably relaxed provided
the masses are quasi-degenerate. For order one mixing, the upper bound on z˜ required
from D − D¯ mixing then translates into an upper bound on the mass splitting
|mη1 −mη2 |
mη1 +mη2
. 0.026× (f1)−2 × mη
TeV
. (A.12)
Thus, in both cases discussed above, the flavour constraints can be fulfilled in presence of
an (approximate) flavour symmetry.
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